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1 Introduction

The development of the present approach to efficiency analysis was motivated by the
conjecture, that technical efficiencies in a real world multi-output production setting are
unlikely to be equal across outputs. In this case it may be more appropriate to estimate
efficiencies on a per product basis. But there is no natural reference point for such output-
specific efficiency evaluations. This paper attempts to provide a statistical framework for
a plausible choice of corresponding reference points.

The key to this framework are target output-mixes or simply target mixes, i.e. the ratios
in which firms intend to produce their outputs. These ratios are uniquely determined
via intended revenues per product and output-prices and thus are just another way to
present relevant data for business planing. Using target mixes a data generating process
(DGP) can be formulated, which explicitly accommodates output specific efficiencies.
The concept of output mixtures has frequently been used in the context of efficiency
estimation. Examples include Coelli and Perelman (1996), Löthgren (1997) or Halme,
Joro, Korhonen, Salo and Wallenius (1999). But these and other approaches using the
notion of output mixtures do not aim at estimating output-specific efficiencies.

Based upon a DGP which accounts for target mixes it is possible in principle to de-
termine the likelihood of observing a sample of input/output observations for certain
output-specific efficiencies. Unfortunately the strategy of analytical maximization of this
likelihood to generate estimates of output-specific efficiencies in general is infeasible. Ad-
ditional estimation difficulties arise, when the description of the production technology,
an integral part to the DGP, is not given in closed form. This is the case for example
with a technology estimated via Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). To overcome these
difficulties the present approach relies on Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques. The
issue of technology estimation itself will not be discussed here.

Most commonly the (output-oriented) technical efficiency of a firm producing multiple
outputs is expressed as a single number based on radial projections of observed outputs
upon the efficiency frontier. This holds true for efficiency measures estimated via DEA
as well as for those derived from Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA). The DEA idea
was presented in Farrell (1957), early formal statements of DEA models were given in
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) and Banker, Charnes and Cooper (1984). SFA was
pioneered by Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977).
Comprehensive accounts of these and related approaches include Coelli, Rao and Battese
(1998), Cooper, Seiford and Tone, eds (2000) and Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000).

But in DEA as well as in SFA one can also find approaches, where technical efficiency is
measured non-radially and, accordingly, output-specific efficiencies enter the stage in one
form or the other. In the DEA literature these alternative approaches include additive
models like those presented in Charnes, Cooper, Golany, Seiford and Stutz (1985) or Tone
(2001), models to generate Russell-measures of efficiency as in Färe and Lovell (1978) or
Färe, Lovell and Zieschang (1983) or the model to estimate value-efficiency proposed in
Halme et al. (1999). While these alternative approaches indeed give rise to output-specific
efficiencies, the non-radial projections involved there do not command plausibility in a
statistical sense. Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000, p. 211) is an example of an SFA model
with non-radial representations of technical efficiencies. But the estimates thereof are
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unit dependent, so for a meaningful estimation of output-specific technical efficiencies
this model (designed to estimate profit efficiency) can not be used.

The present approach is restricted to the 2-output, multiple-input case, because the scale
invariance of the relevant estimators could not be proven for the general case. While this
clearly restricts applicability, the DEA bibliographies of Beck (1991) or Tavares (2002)
list many empirical efficiency studies with 2-outputs. Furthermore, often production
activities can be naturally represented via two broad output categories like quantity and
quality, interest and non-interest business in banking or winter- vs. summer-business
in tourism to name but a few. So improving efficiency measurement for the 2-output
promises practically relevant benefits.

The statistical technique applied here to estimate output specific efficiency is due to Tan-
ner and Wong (1987). They developed a framework for consistently estimating Bayesian
models with missing data (=latent or unobserved variables) via Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MC2) concepts. The missing data in the present context are the target mixes. For
general accounts of MC2 approaches the reader is referred to Gelfand and Smith (1990)
or to one of several textbooks, like Gilks, Richardson and Spiegelhalter (1996) or Chen,
Shao and Ibrahim (2000).

In recent years quite a few applications of MC2 methodology have been published in
the field of efficiency estimation. Koop, Osiewalski and Steel (1997), van den Broeck,
Koop, Osiewalski and Steel (1994), Fernández, Koop and Steel (2000) and Kurkalova and
Carriquiry (2000), to give but a few examples, all resorted to the power of MC2 to extend
SFA in important respects which can not be handled analytically. In Tsionas (2003) DEA
efficiency-scores are used to formulate priors for an MC2 approach to SFA. But none of
these and related other papers has so far addressed the issue of output-specific efficiencies.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the concept of target mix will
be discussed. Section 3 will describe the data generating process and derive the likelihood
function. Section 4 will detail the Bayesian MC2 estimation process. Particular beneficial
adaptations of the general technique to the task at hand will be discussed in section 5
followed by a summarizing section 6. The appendix supplements the exposition by a proof
of scale invariance.

2 Target outputs and target mix

The distinguishing feature of the present approach is the use of production targets of
decision making units (DMU’s) for determining the relevant reference points for efficiency
comparisons. This paper will deal only with output targets and and output-oriented
technical efficiency.1 So the specific task here is to estimate the ratio of the actually
produced output quantity of a DMU to the corresponding target quantity on a per output
basis.

Figure 1 illustrates this issue. Consider some firms from a certain industry, all producing
two different types of outputs with the same basic technology. These two outputs are

1 The comparison between realized input consumption and targeted input consumption, i.e. the
measurement of input specific efficiencies, will not be considered here. But logically this would be a
straightforward variation of the ideas presented.
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Figure 1: Targets, inefficiencies and observed outputs.
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Triangles: target outputs; Arrows: output loss due to inefficiencies;
Solid circles: observed outputs

denoted as y1 resp. y2 and measured quantitatively along the two axes. The technology
is represented here via a single input isoquant for some given input vector. The target
outputs of the firms are shown as triangles along the input-isoquant. The realized out-
puts, represented as solid circles, fall short of the targeted outputs due to inefficiencies.
The latter are represented as arrows pointing away from target outputs towards realized
outputs, thus also indicating perceived causality. For the DMU, whose observed output is
labeled A in the figure, the output-1-specific efficiency for example is roughly 5.4/8.3=0.65
or 65% and the output-2-specific efficiency is roughly 2.9/3.4=0.85 or 85%.

In applied efficiency analysis the target outputs are usually unknown: An analyst can
draw a figure like 1 with solid circles but usually without the triangles. So for output-
specific efficiency estimation as proposed here the targets must be estimated. But a target
estimate implies also certain estimates of output-specific efficiencies as Figure 1 should
make clear. Note further that it actually suffices to estimate the target mix of a DMU to
determine its output-specific efficiency estimates, if possible target-outputs are restricted
to points from the input-isoquant. This is the maintained assumption throughout this
paper.

In statistical terms the above described problem amounts to an evaluation of the likelihood
with which which we may expect to observe the given inputs and outputs for any particular
set of target mixes. An example of such a set of potential target mixes (dotted lines) along
with the implied target outputs (triangles again) is depicted in Figure 2. This example
was chosen for illustrative purposes, because it portrays the most common radial way
to measure output-efficiencies, whether with DEA or with SFA. In this sense it should
be possible to check the statistical plausibility of the targets as implied by a standard
approach.

It should be noted that the statistical properties of frontier estimation with DEA are well
established. A corresponding state of the art report is given in Simar and Wilson (2000).
Accordingly the estimate of any distance to this frontier has a sound statistical basis.
But the particular choice of a distance along which to measure output-specific efficiencies
nevertheless is devoid of statistical underpinnings and implies a notion of efficiency which
is decoupled from eventual production targets.

Returning to the inefficiencies depicted in Figure 1 you may notice that they are very
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Figure 2: Conjectured targets, implied inefficiencies and observed out-
puts.
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Triangles: conjectured target outputs; Arrows: output loss due to con-
jectured inefficiencies; Solid circles: observed outputs

unequal: For the average firm considered the realized output 1 is far below target whereas
output 2 is almost as targeted. It is such real world possibilities which make it worthwhile
to estimate efficiencies in an output specific manner.

For target outputs to be meaningful reference points in efficiency evaluation they should be
chosen efficiently in the first place. While this is the case depicted in Figure 1 it must not
be taken for granted for the real world firms of applied efficiency analysis. One natural
explanation for inefficiently chosen targets are for example principal/agent conflicts in
corporate firms. But as long as we consider the implied ratios between the target outputs
of a DMU as relevant for determining the proper reference point rather than the target
outputs themselves, this possibility does not cause any conceptual problems.

This is illustrated in Figure 3. There a target mix is characterized for example as logarithm
of the ratio between targeted output 1 and targeted output 2, so the dotted ray through
the origin of Figure 3 represents all target outputs (whether efficient or not) with output
mix being equal to 0.88. For all DMU’s with this target mix and with input vector x̄
the intersection of the dotted line with the x̄-input isoquant is considered here as proper
reference point for efficiency comparisons.

The question of how to estimate the x̄ input isoquant, or more generally: the technology,
is a separate issue which will not be discussed here. It will be assumed that production
is deterministic, i.e. under full control of management and that input/output data are
measured without errors. These are the very assumptions underlying Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA), which therefore seems ideally suited for frontier estimation in the present
context.

3 The probability model

This section describes a Data Generating Process (DGP) which portrays the genesis of
the ultimately observed outputs from inputs, target mix and output-specific efficiencies
under a given technology. Based on this DGP then the relevant likelihood functions for
observing a given sample of observations will be derived.
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Figure 3: Conjectured target mix and implied inefficiencies and observed
outputs.
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Dotted lines: conjectures target mixes. Triangles: conjectured target
outputs. Arrows: output loss due to implied inefficiencies; Solid circles:
observed outputs

3.1 The data generating process

Define a technology set which describes possible transformations of input vectors x into
output vectors y as

T = {(x, y) : x ∈ RR
+, y ∈ R2

++, x can produce y} (1)

Set T is assumed to be convex and to satisfy strong disposability (monotonicity). The
restriction to 2-dimensional outputs is necessary, because scale invariance of the proposed
estimators has yet to be proven for the more general case. The restriction to strictly
positive output-vectors is owed to the probabilistic part of the DGP (see below) which
does not cover the case of zero output in either component. As indicated above we assume
throughout here that technology set T is given. To reference only the Farrell-efficient
production possibilities amongst set T we use definition

F = {(x, y) ∈ T : (x, λy) 6∈ T ∀ λ > 1}. (2)

Set F will be synonymously referred to as efficiency frontier or technological frontier.

Now let m denote an output-mix, which in the present case with two-dimensional outputs
is necessarily scalar. As above the logarithm of the ratio between output 1 and output 2
shall be used to generically characterize a mixture of outputs,2 i.e.

m = ln(y1/y2). (3)

Definition (3) holds for an arbitrary output mix m, but henceforth m will only be used to
denote a target mix. Notice that m inevitably depends on the scale on which the outputs
are measured. It will therefore be necessary to prove scale invariance of the output-specific
efficiency estimators which are based on target mixes.

2 For the purpose of frontier description (4) other characterizations of output mixtures, like the ratio
of output 1 over output 2 would be equivalent. But for statistical handling the logarithm of this ratio
proved beneficial.
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Based on input vector x and target mix m the relevant reference point yF (x,m) =
{yF

1(x,m), yF
2(x,m)} for efficiency evaluation can now be defined as the unique point from

set F which satisfies

yF (x,m) = {y ∈ R2
++ : (x, y) ∈ F and ln(y1/y2) = m }. (4)

Uniqueness of yF(x,m) follows from strong disposability of T . So yF
s (x, m) is the maximum

amount of output s which can be produced with input vector x when the target mix is
m. The reader should recall, that in applied efficiency analysis the yF

s (·) quantities will
typically be estimates, because the true underlying technology is usually unknown. If
moreover DEA is used to estimate yF

s (x,m), then the estimate of this function would not
be given in closed form. This should be kept in mind because it is one reason preventing
an analytical evaluation of the resulting likelihood functions in applied work.

For estimation a given sample of DMU’s will be assumed and to indicate a particular
one of these the generic subscript i will be used. The sample size will be denoted n, so
i = 1 . . . n. The observed quantities are thus xi and yi, while the unobserved target mixes
are mi. We will refer to the full sample of these quantities as

x={xi}n
i=1, y={yi}n

i=1, m={mi}n
i=1. (5)

The mi terms are required to formulate the DGP and, as mentioned above, will be treated
as missing data which must be estimated along with the quantities of ultimate interest.
This necessitates a parametric statistical description of the mi-terms. For that purpose
the Normal distribution shall be used here, i.e.

mi
iid∼ N (mi |α) with α = {α1, α2}, E(mi) = α1, VAR(mi) = α2. (6)

The
iid∼ notation here means identically and independently distributed across DMU’s. By

specification (6) the mi distribution is assumed independent of inputs. If this assumption
is considered as being too restrictive it could be relaxed by assuming a parametric rela-
tionship between xi and mi instead, but for lack of space this option will not be further
pursued here.

With 2-dimensional outputs the output-specific efficiencies of a DMU are characterized
via two variables. Notation εi = {εi1, εi2} shall be used to represent the corresponding
two-dimensional efficiency vectors. The component εis thereof shall be called the output-
s-specific efficiency of DMU i and is defined as

εis = yis/y
F
s(xi,mi) ∈ [0, 1] ∀ i,s, (7)

i.e. as traditional ratio between realized and maximum output. But here, unlike in
related approaches, these ratios are determined through an unobserved target mix and
are potentially output-specific, i.e. εi1 6= εi2. For the characterization of the DGP the
logit representation wis of these εis-terms will be used, defined as

wis = ln[εis/(1−εis)] ∈ (−∞, +∞) ∀ i,s. (8)

Notation wi = {wi1, wi2} will be used to denote a two-dimensional vector of such terms.
The fact that the logit-efficiency terms are defined on (−∞, +∞) allows to characterize
them conveniently as random variables from a 2-dimensional Normal distribution, i.e.

wi
iid∼ N2(wi |µ, Σ) with E(wi) = µ and COV(wi) = Σ. (9)
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Finally define the generation of observed outputs from inputs, target mix and logit output-
specific efficiencies as

yis = yF
s (xi,mi) /(1+e−wis) s = 1, 2. (10)

So by definition (10) realized outputs can only be less than the efficiently targeted frontier
outputs. Therefore DEA is the ideal candidate for frontier estimation in this setting.

This completes the description of the DGP accounting for the possibility of output-specific
efficiencies in a general fashion. The specification is flexible enough to cover any sort of
correlation amongst the two efficiency terms. This enables for example to test the hypoth-
esis of whether managerial efforts directed towards two different outputs are substitutes
or not, or whether efficiencies are strictly correlated as is implicitly assumed in traditional
efficiency estimation.

For clarity this DGP is portrayed in Figure 4 for a one-input, two-output technology with
frontier F = {(x, y) : 0.36y2

1 +y2
2 = x2} and a DMU with xi = 6, mi = ln(yi1/yi2) = 0.5

and output-specific efficiencies εi1'0.84 (⇒ wi1'1.66) resp. εi2'0.49 (⇒ wi2'−0.04).
Figure 4 also shows the feasible range of observations for given xi and mi as rectangular

Figure 4: Target mix, inefficiency and observed output.
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between the axis and the dotted lines. This restricted feasible range is an immediate
consequence of the deterministic frontier approach, by which deviations from an input-
isoquant can not be associated with more of any output.3

Note that for given mi and xi, the output specific efficiency terms wis are implicitly defined
via (10). To express this relationship I shall write w(xi, mi, yi) meaning

w(xi,mi, yi) = {wi1, wi2} with wis = ln
[
yis/

(
yF

s(xi, mi)− yis

)]
(11)

3.2 Posterior feasible target mix

From definition (10) the posterior feasible domains of the target mix variables mi can
be exactly determined for each individual DMU. Note that a frontier point yF(xi,mi)

3 The example of Figure 4 represents a technology based on the standard assumption of free dis-
posability as stated with definition 1. Without free disposability the feasible range clearly would look
different.
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possibly associated with observation (xi, yi) must satisfy ys ≤ yF
s (xi,mi) for s = 1, 2. So

the corresponding minimum and maximum mi-values can be derived as

mi = min{m : yF
1 (xi,m) ≥ yi1}, mi = max{m : yF

2 (xi,m) ≥ yi2} (12)

leading to the definition of the feasible set Ωi ⊂ R of target mix values mi corresponding
to (xi, yi) defined as

Ωi ≡ {m : mi ≤ m ≤ mi} (13)

Figure 5 illustrates this determination of the posterior feasible range of target mixes for the
specific output observation yi, whose genesis was depicted in Figure 4. From knowledge of
the input-isoquant associated with DMU i’s observed input vector we can conclude that
the target mix of this DMU must have been from the range Ωi = {m : −0.49 ≤ m ≤ 0.85}.
This is, so to say, the only hard information available about the true target of DMU i and
accordingly the best use should be made of it in estimation. For some such possibilities
see section 5.3.

Figure 5: Posterior feasible range of target mix.
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3.3 Deriving the likelihood

Based on the DGP outlined above one can principally derive the likelihood function for
the whole sample under specific distributional parameters. Denote first the joint density
of an individual output observation yi and an arbitrary target mix mi for given input xi

as dY,M(·). From (6), (9) and (10) we find

dY,M(yi, mi| xi, µ, Σ, α) =
2∏

s=1

yF
s(xi,mi)

yis[yF
s(xi,mi)−yis]

N2

(
w(xi,mi, yi)

∣∣∣µ, Σ
)
N (mi|α)

if yis ≤ yF
s(xi,mi) ∀ s; 0 else. (14)

From (14) and the maintained iid assumptions the complete data likelihood thus is

LC(y,m|x, µ, Σ, α) =
n∏

i=1

dY,M(yi,mi|xi, µ, Σ, α) if yis ≤ yF
s(xi,mi) for ∀ i, s; 0 else.

(15)
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To find the traditional likelihood for the observations alone one would have to integrate
out the missing data from (15) to get

L(y|x, µ, Σ, α) =

∫

Ωn

· · ·
∫

Ω1

LC(y,m|x, µ, Σ, α) dm1. . . dmn. (16)

Now it can be seen that for the distributions assumed above and general types of technolo-
gies an analytical treatment of (16) is indeed impossible, because this integration can not
be carried out analytically. An additional difficulty arises when DEA is used to estimate
the technology, because then, as mentioned above, yF

s(xi,mi) will not be given in closed
functional form. For parameter estimation one can therefore not rely on derivative-based
techniques for maximizing this likelihood, no matter how simple the distributions (6) and
(9) are chosen. For estimation purposes in realistic settings we will therefore go one step
back to the complete data likelihood (15).

3.4 Adaptation for Bayesian analysis: Prior distributions

A Bayesian approach with data augmentation as proposed here means to treat the model
parameters α, µ and Σ explicitly as random variables. The missing data, by which the ob-
served input/output data will be augmented, are the target mixes. In this perspective (15)
is the relevant likelihood function, although the mi-terms are unknown. The distribution
of the target mix variables has been given already. Denoting generic prior distributions
with π(·) the Bayesian setup can thus be completed by the following specification of prior
distributions

π(α1) = N (·), π(α2) = IG(·), π(µ) = N2(·), π(Σ) = IW2(·) (17)

where N (·) resp. N2(·) denote univariate resp. bivariate Normal distributions, IG(·) an
inverted Gamma distribution and IW2(·) an inverted Wishart distribution defined on
the space of symmetric positive definite [2×2]-matrices. Notation Ei(.) is used for the
expectation over all i.

Specification (17) in a sense is a natural starting point for a prior structure in the present
context, because these distributions are conjugate to the distributions of the corresponding
variables mi resp. wi. This means that their conditional posterior densities (see below)
are all from well defined parametric families, which makes sampling therefrom particularly
straightforward.

Furthermore all of the prior distributions defined in (17) are improper: Only specific dis-
tributional forms are assumed but no hyperparameters to describe them. Nevertheless the
conditional posterior distributions of the parameters will be well defined (see below). So
these prior distributional assumptions are extremely uninformative and should guarantee
that the observed data rather than the prior assumptions will drive parameter estimates.

But irrespective of the prior structure ultimately imposed (some alternatives to (17) will
be discussed in section 5) the posterior joint distribution of the unknown parameters
and missing data conditional on input and output observations can be derived via Bayes
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theorem as4

P(m, α, µ, Σ |x,y) ∝ LC(y,m|x, µ, Σ, α) π(α1) π(α2) π(µ) π(Σ) (18)

Posterior density (18) plays the same crucial role for estimation of (α, µ, Σ) in the Bayesian
perspective as the likelihood (16) does in a Non-Bayesian perspective. Note for later
reference that this proportionality result also applies to any conditional distribution of
one of the unknown quantities, given the other unknowns. The MC2 approach basically
mimics random draws from this posterior density (18). With highly uninformative priors,
i.e. flat priors with extremely high variance, the all dominating factor of this posterior
density is the complete data-likelihood, because then the product of the priors π(·) will
not be much affected by changes in µ, Σ or α.

4 Estimation

Numerous econometric studies, where missing data had to be employed to describe the rel-
evant DGP, have proven the usefulness of the data augmentation approach of Tanner and
Wong (1987). This section will briefly describe the application of this data augmentation
MC2 technique to the current estimation problem.

The principal approach is to draw many random samples of (m, α, µ, Σ)-values in a man-
ner, which mimics draws from the true joint posterior density (18) of unknown parameters
and missing data. Techniques satisfying exactly this criterion usually come under the gen-
eral label of Metropolis-Hastings approaches and have been proven later to work under
very general conditions. Applying such a Metropolis-Hastings sampling scheme here will
result in a Markov chain {m(t), α(t), µ(t), Σ(t)}T

t=0 of missing data and parameters. Tanner
and Wong (1987) have proven for the data augmentation case that such a Markov chain
can be used to estimate any posterior quantities of interest by simple averaging over the
corresponding Markov chain values, i.e.

EP[f(m, α, µ, Σ)|x,y] ≈ 1

T

T∑
t=0

f
(
m(t), α(t), µ(t), Σ(t)

)
. (19)

These posterior quantities include moments and quantiles which all can be formulated as
posterior expectation EP[f(·)|x,y] of some function f(m, α, µ, Σ) under the true posterior
density P(·) (note the superscript P). The most interesting candidates for evaluation in
the present context are the expectations of DMU-specific and output-specific efficiencies
εis. Using (7) and (19) corresponding estimators ε̂is can thus be defined as

ε̂is ≡ 1

T

T∑
t=0

yis

yF
s

(
xi,m

(t)
i

) (20)

That these estimators are indeed invariant with respect to scaling of outputs is proven
in the appendix. Unfortunately the posterior density (18) is too complex for simulta-
neous sampling of (m, α, µ, Σ)-values. But sampling may instead be organized in a se-
quential fashion based on a sequence of fully conditional posterior distributions. This

4 The omitted proportionality factor or normalizing constant is irrelevant for the sampling technique
as it does not change the relative frequencies with which certain vectors of parameters and missing data
will be observed.
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procedure is known as Gibbs-sampling and it requires an arbitrary choice of start values
(m(0), α(0), µ(0), Σ(0)) from their respective prior domains and then to sample

m
(t)
i from P(mi |x(t−1)

i , y
(t−1)
i , α(t−1), µ(t−1), Σ(t−1)) for all i = 1 . . . n, then

α
(t)
1 from P(α1 |m, α2) = N

(
1
n

∑
i=1...n m

(t)
i , α

(t−1)
2 /n

)
, then

α
(t)
2 from P(α2 |m, α1) = IG(0.5 n, 0.5

∑
i=1...n(m

(t)
i −α

(t)
1 )2), then

µ(t) from P(µ |x,y,m, α, Σ) = N2

(
1
n

∑
i=1...n w(xi, yi,m

(t)
i ), Σ(t−1)/n

)
and finally

Σ(t) from distribution P(Σ |x,y,m, α, µ) = IW2

(
0.5 n, 0.5

∑
i=1...nCOV[wi(xi, m

(t)
i , yi)−µ(t)]

)

and all this for t = 1 . . . T .5 Conditioning on the mi terms thus allows to split (18) in a
convenient fashion, such that the resulting conditional distributions, due to conjugacy, are
members of known parametric families which can be calculated analytically. So generating
random numbers from these conditional distributions separately is straightforward. Note
that this does not hold for the conditional posterior distributions of the mi-terms which
are not from known parametric families. But the m

(t)
i -values may be sampled instead

by using a more general Metropolis-Hastings type of approach. While this is more time
consuming it causes no conceptual difficulties. Regarding yet another alternative for
sampling the mi variates with better convergence properties see Section 5.1.

The above paragraphs describe the general approach to estimate output-specific efficien-
cies based on the complex posterior distribution (18). In practice a couple of problems
have to be solved before ultimate application of formula (20) but these need to be ad-
dressed on a case by case basis. The two most important issues in this respect are the
choice of a proper sampling mechanism (when direct sampling of the unknown quantities
is impossible) and the question of when we may state convergence of the Markov chain
towards the true posterior distribution P(·). Excellent reviews of the potential techniques
to decide these and related issues are found in Raftery and Lewis (1996), Cowles and Car-
lin (1996) or Brooks and Roberts (1998). While there is still much debate about the best
way to diagnose convergence in MC2-applications, the authors agree, that one should not
rely on a single technique anyway. So for practical purposes often the two complementary
approaches of Gelman and Rubin (1992) and Geweke (1992) have been used.

Throughout this paper a given frontier is assumed, i.e. given yF
s (xi,mi)-terms. But in

an applied setting these will have to be estimated in a preliminary frontier estimation
step a) preceding the output-specific efficiency estimation step b). Step b) was described
above and DEA was proposed for step a). So for consistency of the whole approach each
of the two steps involved must be separately consistent, as step b) relies on yF

s (xi,mi)
estimates from step a). Under the maintained assumptions of section 3 DEA does provide
consistent frontier point estimates also with output-specific efficiencies as proven in Banker
(1993), Korostelev, Simar and Tsybakov (1995) and Kneip, Park and Simar (1998). By
construction step b) is consistent as well, as proven under much more general conditions
for example in Tierney (1994). So coupling DEA (to generate a frontier estimate) with
the approach described above will indeed result in consistent output-specific efficiency
estimates.

5 Actually the chosen sequence of steps is arbitrary and a reordering of the steps would do just as
well.
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5 Implementation issues

The following exposition of some relevant implementation issues is based on Gstach (2002),
who investigates the small sample properties of the present estimation approach by large
scale Monte Carlo experiments and discusses related modelling issues in detail.

5.1 Discrete target mixes

Recall from above that it is impossible to sample directly from the conditional posteriors of
the mi-variates. A solution to this problem is to work with discrete target mixes, restricted
to a grid of a priori feasible values, rather than with continuous target mixes. Such a grid
can be made arbitrarily fine and thus this approach seems not really restrictive. With
discrete target mixes the conditional posterior density of the mi-variates can be calculated
exactly which enables to sample directly therefrom. So the need for a more involved
general Metropolis-Hastings updating step, indicated as alternative solution above, can
be avoided. An additional benefit of discrete mi is geometric convergence of the resulting
estimators as proven for an analogous missing data problem in Diebolt and Robert (1994).

To fix ideas consider a finite grid of pointsM = {m1 . . .mG} with generic element mg ∈ R,
where indices reflect an ordering such that mg < mg+1 for g = 1 . . . G−1. Using notational
convention m0 = −∞ and mG+1 = +∞ the adapted version of a Normal density for such
discrete target mix variables can then be formulated as

p(mi|α) =

{
Φ(0.5(mg+mg+1); α)− Φ(0.5(mg−1+mg); α) if mi = mg

0 otherwise
∀ i (21)

where p(·) denotes a probability and Φ(·; α) denotes the Normal cumulative density func-
tion with mean α1 and variance α2. Specification (21) would thus replace (6). The
conditional posterior distributions of such discrete mi-terms is then easily found to be

P(mi|xi, yi, µ, Σ, α) =
dY |M(yi|xi,mi, µ, Σ) p(mi|α)∑

mg∈Ωi
dY |M(yi|xi,mg, µ, Σ) p(mg|α) (22)

Sampling from (22) is straightforward via the cumulative distribution technique, because
the finite set of cumulative probabilities corresponding to (22) can be calculated exactly.
This discrete Normal specification (21) together with the priors for the α terms as defined
in (17) also has the advantage, that conjugacy is preserved, so that the above described
simple conditional posteriors of the α-terms would still be valid.

5.2 Reparametrization and group updating

In MC2 applications the question of potential grouping of parameters for joint sampling
deserves careful consideration when it turns out that some initial sampling scheme leads
to poor convergence. This is the case here, because the (µ1, µ2) parameters are strongly
correlated with α1 in a posterior perspective. The reason for this correlation is, that a
given sample of input/output observations under a given technology is similarly plausible,
whether we use a relatively high output-1-specific mean efficiency µ1, a low output-2-
specific mean efficiency µ2 and a low mean target output-ratio α1 or vice versa.
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For the MC2 approach such posterior correlation is problematic: If the described sampling
mechanism has led for example to a very high µ1 value this implies very low µ2 and α1

values with high probability. And with these parameter values the sampling mechanism
is likely to get stuck for quite some iterations, because of the mutual conditioning of the
separate sampling steps for the µ and α terms. What we want instead is, that the sampling
process leads more often to jointly more likely parameter sets rather than spending the
bulk of iteration time in some remote regions of the parameter space from the viewpoint
of the posterior distribution. To improve matters therefore one may jointly sample the
affected parameters. To that end it proved extremely helpful to first reparametrize the
distribution of the output-specific efficiency terms wi in the following way:

wi
iid∼ N2(β, Σ) where E[wi1]=β2+0.5β1, E[wi2]=β2−0.5β1, VAR(wi) = Σ. (23)

So (23) would replace (9). With this parametrization the above mentioned correlation
structure is fully captured via β1 and α1, while the parameter β2, being the mean of the
output-specific efficiency means is no longer correlated with either β1 or α1 in any obvious
way. So rather than dealing with the above described trivariate correlation structure it
now suffices to sample β1 and α1 jointly, while β2 may safely be updated separately. With
regard to the prior distributions of the parameters we could simply exchange β for µ in
(17). For updating (β1, α1) jointly a proposal distribution has to be constructed which
appropriately accounts for the correlation structure. A bivariate normal centered at the
old values of (β1, α1) with a negative covariance coefficient proved to work very well when
coupled with likelihood (16) to determine the acceptance rate. The interested reader is
referred to Gstach (2002) for further details.

5.3 Incorporating prior information

The speed of convergence of the proposed type of estimators depends also upon the prior
distributions used. It can particularly improve the convergence of the Markov chain to
use less variable prior distributions, which thus calls for incorporation of as much prior
information about feasible parameter values as is available.

As indicated in section 3.2, the only hard information that can be put to use in this regard
are the posterior domains of mi defined in (12). They allow for example to construct
plausible limits for the mean α1 of target output-ratios, which may be safely expected to
lie between the minimum of the minima and the maximum of the maxima. With larger
sample sizes n one could tighten the confidence region for plausible α1-values to the means
of the minima resp. maxima. To incorporate such prior information one would replace
the π(α1)-distribution from (17) for example with

π(α1) = U
(
Ei[mi], Ei[mi]

)
, (24)

where U(a, b) denotes the Uniform distribution in the interval [a, b] and Ei[·] the expecta-
tion over all DMU’s. Note that by the argument above about availability of more general
Metropolis-Hastings types of updating schemes for non-conjugate posteriors, the analyst
can choose such priors freely.

But there is more prior information contained in the knowledge of the posterior mi-
domains, because they also imply corresponding minima of the output-specific efficiency
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terms εis. Clearly wi1 ≥w1(xi,mi, yi) and wi2 ≥w2(xi,mi, yi). So for larger samples one
may confidently replace the µ-distribution in (17) with

π(µ1) = IG(·) for µ1 ≥ Ei[w1(xi, mi, yi)] and π(µ2) = IG(·) for µ2 ≥ Ei[w2(xi,mi, yi)]
(25)

The list of such options can be easily extended to cover sample information about plausible
values of α2 and Σ, but this is omitted here due to space constraints.

6 Summary

This paper presents a statistical framework for estimating efficiencies in an output-specific
manner. Existing approaches are either not output-specific or lack a statistical foundation
for such type of efficiency estimation. The practical relevance of the presented approach
arises from the fact, that it should be testable, whether or not indeed equal efficiency in
producing all of the various outputs of a firm (the implicit assumption behind many exist-
ing approaches) prevails. The presented approach covers equal efficiency across outputs
as special case and it can be used to construct confidence intervals for testing the above
type of hypothesis. Other potential uses includes for example to test whether managerial
efforts directed towards various outputs are substitutes or complements or not related at
all.

The key element of the presented approach is the concept of target output-ratios. They
are considered as the relevant quantities determining the appropriate reference points on
the best practice frontier for output-specific efficiency comparisons. So the target output-
ratios are used to formulate an appropriate data generating process. But usually these
target output-ratios are unobserved by the efficiency analyst and thus must be estimated
together with the other unknown quantities.

The probabilistic model behind the present approach consists of a parametric description
of the distributions of target output-ratios and output-specific efficiencies. The techno-
logical frontier is assumed as given throughout this paper. For practical purposes this
means that a separate frontier estimation step will have to precede output-specific effi-
ciency estimation. Due to the particular structure of the model it was proposed to use
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) for this purpose.

Taking this into account the full approach to output-specific efficiency estimation as pro-
posed here is semi-parametric in nature and shares features of DEA and the alternative
Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) approach. On one hand it can make perfect use of a
non-parametric frontier description as basis for efficiency evaluations like DEA. On the
other hand it uses a parametric efficiency distribution like SFA to separate (identify)
two effects leading ultimately to the observed input/output quantities. In SFA these two
effects are inefficiency resp. noise whereas here they are targets resp. inefficiency.

Some adaptations of the basic approach to improve convergence of the estimators have
been discussed in the paper. To eventually realize further improvements requires more
experience from applied work as well as from large scale simulations. Incorporation of the
proposed technique into existing DEA software packages is desirable, because the required
programming is prohibitively time consuming for individual applications. And it seems
worthwhile too, because the approach enriches efficiency analysis in an important respect.
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Appendix

Proposition (Scale invariance): If (x,y) resp. (x, ỹ) denote two data sets related
via ỹis = γsyis and γs > 0 ∀ i, s and if ε̂is resp. ε̃is denote the output-specific effi-
ciency estimators corresponding to these two data sets, both defined as in (20), then
lim

T→∞
Prob[(ε̂is− ε̃is) > δ] = 0 ∀ δ > 0 and ∀ i, s.

Proof: Without loss of generality let ỹi1= γyi1 and ỹi2 = yi2. By the definition of output-
mix variables used in this paper we have m̃i = ln(ỹi1/ỹi2) = ln(γ)+mi. From (4) we
find ỹF

1 (xi, m̃i) = γyF
1 (xi, m̃i−ln(γ)) and ỹF

2 (xi, m̃i) = yF
2 (xi, m̃i−ln(γ)). Using (11) then

establishes w̃is(x, ỹi, m̃i) = wis(x, ỹi/γ, m̃i−ln(γ)), where ỹi/γ = {ỹi1/γ, ỹi2}. So the joint
density of an individual (ỹi, m̃i)-tuple is found via transformation theorem to be equal
to (1/γ) dY,M(ỹi1/γ, ỹi2, m̃i−ln(γ)|xi, µ, Σ, α) and consequently the complete data likeli-
hood L̃C(·) for the rescaled dataset satisfies L̃C(ỹ,m̃|x, µ, Σ, α) = (1/γ)n LC(ỹ1/γ, ỹ2, m̃−
ln(γ)|x, µ, Σ, α), where the factor (1/γ)n reflects the changed domain size. But by
(18) the posteriors are proportional to the likelihoods. Denoting the posterior joint
density of the unobserved quantities based on the rescaled model as P̃ (·) we thus get
P̃(m̃, µ, Σ, α|x, ỹ) ∝ (1/γ)n LC(ỹ1/γ, ỹ2, m̃−ln(γ)|x, µ, Σ, α) ∝ P(m̃−ln(γ), µ, Σ, α|x, ỹ/γ).
But P̃(·) and P(·) are both densities on equal sized domains which must integrate to
one. So this implies, that these posterior densities are not just proportional but in fact
equal, i.e. P̃(m̃, µ, Σ, α̃|x, ỹ)=P(m̃− ln(γ), µ, Σ, α|x, ỹ/γ). From this we conclude that

EP̃[ỹis/ỹ
F
s(xi,m̃i)] = EP[ỹis/ỹ

F
s(xi,ln(γ)+mi)] = EP[yis/y

F
s(xi,mi)] and using (19) further-

more

lim
T→∞

Prob





 1

T

T∑
t=1

ỹis

ỹF
s

(
xi,m̃

(t)
i

) − 1

T

T∑
t=1

yis

yF
s

(
xi,m

(t)
i

)

 > δ


 = 0 ∀ δ > 0 and ∀ i, s.

Using definition (20) to substitute accordingly in the above result completes the proof.
¥
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